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Analysis of Magnetically-Controlled Processes 
in Pulse-Modulation Systems 

S

An investigation has been made to establish simple 
analytic expressions applicable to the design of a class 
of pulse mOdulators in which the modulating signal 
controls the reset level of flux in a nonlinear magnetic 
core. Analysis was carried out in the reset-coordinate 
plane Br, T r by defining two constraints on the reset 
process; one imposed by the magnetic core itself, and 
the other which includes the circuitry external to the 
core. Expressions derived for modulator response, 
modulation sensitivity, and limit-cycle stability were 
applied to both pulse-width and pulse-rate modulator 
designs. 

Basic character of modulator behavior was shown 
to depend on the relative magnitudes and algebraic 
signs of the circuit derivative dBr/dTr and the core 
derivative dB,/dlr. Modulator response was found 
to be oscillatory for designs in which (dBr/dTr)/(dBr/ 
dTr) < 0, and is monotonic for (dBr/dTr•)/(dBr/dTr) 
>0. Modulator stability depends only on the magni-
tude of (dB r /dTr) /(dB, /dTr ).Discontinuities in the 
fundamental mode of operation or transitions to a 
subharmonic mode were shown to result from the 
onset of instability. The region of stable operation is 
extended and the modulator response made very fast 
for a design using constant reset time. 

Results of the investigation show that modulator 
performance parameters can vary over a wide range in 
the region of normal operation, with a significant de-
terioration in response occurring as the threshold of 
instability is approached. Pulse-width modulator de-
signs with both finite and infinite circuit derivatives

were analyzed for operation under constant-voltage 
reset conditions. Essentially optimum modulator per; 
formance was obtained for operation under fixed-
reset-time conditions (infinite circuit derivative). The 
results of the generalized analysis were also applied 
to a pulse-rate modulator operating under constant-
current reset conditions. Both an analytical descrip-
tion of the magnetic core reset function and a graphic 
representation of an experimentally-derived character-
istic were used in the analyses, thus illustrating the 
flexibility of the generalized approach. 

Notes: 
I. Performance parameters of each of the above mod-

ulator circuits were measured and compared with 
the theoretical and calculated values. In each case 
good agreement was obtained and the results of the 
generalized analysis thereby substantiated. 
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